Geometry is not everything, but it is the most fundamental thing
(Michael Connolly)

Syllabus:
This course will discuss recent algorithmic developments revolving on the investigation of the structurefunction relationship in structural biology. The first part will focus on atomic resolution models of small
complexes, typically involving two partners, and will show that finer geometric and topological models yield
more accurate biophysical and biological descriptors. The second one will focalize on the emerging trend
of reconstruction by data integration, which targets molecular machines involving up to hundreds of macromolecules, and will show that advanced constructions allow one to make a stride towards atomic resolution
models of such assemblies.
From a methodological standpoint, this class will touch upon computational geometry and topology (affine and
curved Voronoi diagrams, alpha-shapes), programming techniques (dynamic programming, greedy algorithms),
and also statistics (statistical tests, p-value calculations).

Part I: Modeling High Resolution Protein Complexes and their Interfaces
-------

Protein complexes: key questions
Geometric intermezzo: Voronoi diagrams and relatives
Describing protein interfaces
Mining biophysical properties at protein interfaces
From protein interfaces to protein binding patches
Connexions with docking, scoring, and binding affinity predictions

Part II: Modeling Large Protein Assemblies
-- Large protein assemblies
-- Reconstruction by data integration
-- Toleranced models and curved Voronoi diagrams
-- Assessing the reconstruction of large protein assemblies
-- Designing toleranced and coarse-grain models
-- Studies in mass spectrometry: stoichiometry determination and connectivity inference
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